Disaster-related loss prevention encompasses a wide range of activities that should be undertaken to increase the likelihood that homes, workplaces, and essential public buildings can survive a natural or human-induced catastrophe. Improving this capability must be a national priority, public health objective, economic imperative and humanitarian obligation. Nowhere is this more important than in addressing the needs and challenges of vulnerable populations—the poor, elderly, disabled, and others needing special assistance in high-risk areas.

- They also may have physical conditions that prevent them from performing lower cost, but more labor intensive, loss prevention measures. Further, these conditions also may complicate the evacuation process.
- People with disabilities may be unable to undertake self-protective actions before, during or after disasters. According to a 2006 Census Bureau report commissioned by the National Institute on Aging, almost 20 percent of the U.S. population age 65 and older report some level of disability.

**HOUSING PROBLEMS**

Low income individuals and families often live in lower cost homes that are less able to withstand disasters.

- Older homes, which can be more affordable, may not be subject to the most advanced building codes; deferred maintenance also may increase their vulnerability over time.
- Much of the damage resulting from the Northridge earthquake that struck Southern California in 1994 involved low and moderate income rental housing units that were older and thus more vulnerable to seismic and fire damage.

Mobile homes, also most often occupied by lower income residents, are the most dangerous places in a wildfire or windstorm.

- Studies have indicated 45 percent of all fatalities during tornadoes occur in mobile homes, compared to 26 percent in traditional site-built houses.
- Mobile homes also performed poorly during recent California wildfires; the state is now considering regulations to require residences in mobile home parks to be built with the same non-combustible materials as permanent houses.

Low income residents who live in rental units are dependent on landlords or public housing agencies for structural loss prevention measures.

- Many landlords focus only on short-term financial imperatives and may be reluctant to take actions necessary for long-term property protection, leaving their residents both uninformed and vulnerable. Public housing authorities may not have funding to retrofit properties.
- Following Hurricane Ike, the Houston Chronicle reported that nearly 150 apartment complexes, home to more than 93,000 renters in the city's blighted neighborhoods, were severely damaged.
LIFE SAFETY ISSUES

Vulnerable populations also are more difficult to evacuate before or after a disaster, raising significant life safety concerns.

- A study published by the Harvard School of Public Health found:
  - African-Americans (73 percent) and Latino-Americans (71 percent) are more likely than Caucasians (59 percent) to say that they would leave in the event of a government-ordered evacuation;
  - In addition, they also are more likely to have problems doing so:
    - 7 percent of the African-Americans and 10 percent of the Latino-Americans indicated that they would need help, compared to 3 percent of Caucasians.
    - Of those surveyed, 36 percent of those 65 and older, and 29 percent of all low-income residents, said they would not evacuate if ordered to do so.
    - One day after Hurricane Ike struck Texas, 1,500 firefighters spent hours going door-to-door in Galveston, rescuing more than 2,000 residents from their swamped homes after they decided not to follow evacuation orders. 

Most community evacuation plans assume that residents have access to private automobiles, but in reality this often is not the case for low income residents, particularly in urban areas.

- Even before Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans officials recognized that some 300,000 residents would not be able to evacuate without government-provided transportation. 
- According to a post-Katrina survey by the Fritz Institute, about 26 percent of those who did not evacuate before Hurricane Katrina had to wait at least one week for outside assistance;
  - Of those, 43 percent were people with disabilities, 33 percent were African-Americans, and 33 percent had household incomes of less than $35,000. 

Additionally, minorities and low-income residents who are unable to evacuate without help may be less prepared to stay in their homes in the aftermath of a major disaster.

- Approximately one-third of such participants in the Harvard study indicated they are not prepared for a major hurricane;
- More than one in 10 (African-Americans (18 percent), Latino-Americans (11 percent), low-income residents (14 percent) do not have more than a three-day supply of food on hand, compared to Caucasians (6 percent) and those earning more than $25,000 annually (8 percent);
- Residents surveyed, who live in households in which someone has a chronic illness or disability that would require them to get help in order to evacuate, are less likely to have a three-week supply of their prescription drugs (39 percent compared to 30 percent of others) and have a first aid kit (30 percent compared to 20 percent).

CHALLENGES

Despite the compelling need for life safety and property protection, the most vulnerable populations may not be in a position to undertake loss prevention and preparedness measures without special assistance.

- Obvious challenges include the lack of disposable income.
  - Low-income residents, whose homes have been in their families for generations, may not carry property insurance and because they do not carry a mortgage are not required to do so by a lien holder. Further, low income residents may not be able to afford flood insurance, even though they know of its availability and benefits.
  - Income level is particularly important when it comes to taking steps to minimize earthquake losses which can be among the most costly, such as purchasing insurance, strengthening the home and purchasing fire extinguishers. 
- These challenges are particularly evident when involving women in lower socio-economic brackets.
  - Lower-income women told researchers they heard the storm warnings prior to Hurricane Andrew, but were unable to take action because they did not have enough money for supplies or transportation.
  - A study of the Red River Valley Flood discovered that homeless, unemployed, and low-income women were less able than more affluent women to evacuate to alternative shelters.
  - Low-income property owners are more likely to take a “do-it-yourself” approach to home maintenance or rely on neighborhood handymen to keep costs down. These local contractors may be unlicensed, undertake work without obtaining building permits, and unaware of building code requirements or loss prevention measures.
  - Enforcement of building code requirements could be viewed by low income property owners as costly and intrusive steps that force them to use unfamiliar, more expensive contractors from outside the neighborhood.
  - Tenants in sub-standard housing may be unable under the terms of their leases to undertake actions directed at property protection and may lack a sense of personal control over the outcome of such activities.
  - In the 1987 Whittier-Narrows earthquake, which occurred on the first day of the month, many lower-income tenants were evicted for late payment of rent.
  - Due to the timing of the disaster, the landlords were able to avoid the rent-control regulations, evict the tenants, raise the rent, and thereby contributed to the housing crisis for low-income renters.
  - Low-income Latinos were most affected by the lack of affordable housing after the Whittier-Narrows earthquake. 
  - Communications problems also may hamper effective mitigation strategies.
  - The Weather Channel, Internet, and other technologies that make disaster awareness information instantly available for many Americans may be less accessible for vulnerable populations.
  - Language barriers also pose a problem in some areas:
    - Approximately 18 percent of the U.S. population lives in households where a language other than English is spoken in the home;
• This figure is significantly higher in Florida (23.1 percent), Texas (31.2 percent), and California (39.5 Percent).“’
• Many people killed when a tornado hit Saragosa, Texas, were low-income residents who most likely did not receive the warnings because of language and cultural barriers.“’
• The Panel on the Public Policy Implications of Earthquake Prediction concluded that groups of people with lower socio-economic status were especially likely not to receive, understand, or believe earthquake warnings.“’

SOLUTIONS

Fortunately, many mitigation approaches that are proven to work in a broader context also have special applicability to vulnerable populations:
• BUILDING CODES, enacted by states or local governments, establish the minimum acceptable construction standards necessary for protecting people and property. They are particularly important for low-income residents and tenants, who may lack the clout to require a builder or landlord to take loss prevention into account. Building codes also provide consistency in building standards and trigger processes, such as public inspections, that help ensure that the structural elements of a building are up to the modern standards. That said, it is critical to make sure that strong building codes not only are enacted but also enforced.
• RETROFITTING older buildings can help to make them more disaster resistant. Building codes generally apply only to new construction, or to extensive remodeling when a building permit is required. Many existing homes can be hardened against wildfire, hurricane, high-wind/tornado and other perils using recognized best practices for making improvements to strengthen structural elements such as roofs, soffits, gable ends, load paths, and windows/doors.
   • IBHS is developing a retrofit program for existing homes based on its Fortified...for safer living® program for new construction. The program will share core elements of the Florida programs outlined below and South Carolina’s SC Safe Home, to give consumers specific ways to significantly enhance the resilience and value of their existing homes.
   • Florida is a state with two separate but effective programs aimed at helping low- and moderate-income homeowners retrofit their homes against hurricane damage.
   • The My Safe Florida Home Program, which is state funded, offers a free home inspection to owners of single-family homes that meet income and other eligibility requirements. The inspections identify structural weaknesses and recommend appropriate mitigation techniques. The program provides matching grants of up to $5,000 to make the recommended improvements."’
   • REBUILD Northwest Florida is another proven success. Since its inception in 2004, the program has completed house-hardening on almost 2,500 homes and currently is completing loss prevention work to strengthen 40 to 50 homes a week. Federal matching funds cover 75 percent of costs; some additional needs-based funding has been made available through the state.
• “CODE-PLUS" CONSTRUCTION exceeds building codes to offer homeowners more protection from natural hazards common in the area where a house is being built, such as through the Fortified...for safer living® program developed by the Institute for Business & Home Safety (IBHS).
   • Code-plus construction need not be more expensive and can be targeted at low income housing.
   • For example, 15 Habitat for Humanity houses have been built to the Fortified standard through IBHS partnerships with its member insurance companies. Another affordable home was built to the Fortified standard through a public-private partnership in Liberty City, Florida.

WHAT MORE CAN BE DONE

Clearly, there must be more focus on the needs of vulnerable populations with respect to loss prevention, disaster preparedness, evacuation, and recovery. Indeed, from both equity and cost-benefit perspectives, this is the best possible investment of public funds."’
• All of the proven mitigation approaches for new construction and retrofitting should be expanded with a low-income focus.
  • Federal and state grant programs should recognize the immense needs and the limited resources that vulnerable populations -- many of whom may live in housing that is owned, managed and maintained by government entities -- have in preparing for and responding to disaster.
  • Grant programs, tax credits, and voucher arrangements are some of the ways in which public/private partnerships can help residents to harden their homes.
  • Federal investments in hazard mitigation programs will:
    • create economic activity at the local level in the construction industry while saving lives;
    • minimize property damage;
    • reduce the cost of response and recovery programs.
  • Loss prevention education efforts should rely on neighborhood organizations, housing groups, churches and government agencies rather than traditional media outlets as the focus for communications outreach.
  • Communications also need to be targeted to vulnerable populations, especially those constrained with respect to access to high-technology media, English language proficiency, and literacy.
    • According to the Harvard study:
      • A higher proportion of African-Americans than non-Hispanic whites said they were very or somewhat interested in learning more about what supplies to have on to be prepared for a major hurricane and how to evacuate if necessary."’
      • This information must be made available in a manner that is easy to access and understand.

Finally, while a major focus of any loss prevention campaign should be on avoidance and reduction, there needs to be a recognition that disaster will strike, and that the greatest immediate

VULNERABLE POPULATIONS
need when that occurs will be to get vulnerable populations out of harm’s way quickly and effectively. More needs to be done to address the problems that prevent vulnerable populations from evacuating.

- For example, evacuation plans must include effective means of moving and sheltering people without cars, those with physical limitations or medical needs, large families, and pets.

- Standard emergency management practice calls upon localities to take responsibility, at least initially, to evacuate residents. Nonetheless, the complete breakdown in New Orleans’ evacuation procedures following Hurricane Katrina underscores the need for planners in all levels of government and non-governmental organizations to develop deliberate evacuation plans that will respond to the real-world needs of vulnerable populations.

- Community-based human service and faith-based organizations (CBOs) also may become a lifetime of survival following a disaster; however, these CBOs must be prepared to be called upon when disaster strikes. In this regard, the BayPrep program developed by the Fritz Institute is seeking to assess and establish baselines of preparedness for CBOs and to ensure that vulnerable communities are taken into account in disaster planning. While focusing on the San Francisco Bay Area, it is hoped that BayPrep will serve as a national model.

Throughout the United States, there are local strategies at work to try to deal with what clearly is a larger, national problem. Steps should be taken to harness the energies of the grassroots efforts outlined here, as well as countless others underway around the country. This will open the door to establishing a broader partnership to create stronger, safer and more resilient communities.

END NOTES


7. The most extensive losses caused by Southern California wildfires in November 2008 occurred in the Oakridge Mobile Home Park in the Sylmar district of Los Angeles, where nearly 500 of 600 mobile homes were destroyed by a wall of flames.


20. According to the Pew Internet and American Life Project, about 57 percent of households earning less than $30,000 have Internet access, compared to 90 percent of households earning $50,000 or more. Internet access also is lower among the population aged 65 and older, and among Hispanics. See www.pewinternet.org.


24. Additionally, low-income homeowners can apply for My Safe Florida’s direct-pay option, which does not require an advance deposit and allows the state rather than the homeowner to pay the contractors.


27. The Katrina breakdown was entirely anticipated. In 2004, FEMA and Louisiana’s Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness conducted a tabletop exercise that simulated a Category 3 hurricane hitting and flooding New Orleans. The study revealed that an estimated 100,000 people would not be able to get out of the city without assistance; however, the city failed to follow-up aggressively on the finding prior to Hurricane Katrina. Walters, Jonathan and Keil, Donald R., “The Katrina Breakdown,” in Daniels, Keil, and Kneuwerth (ed.) On Risk and Disaster, Lessons from Hurricane Katrina, (2006), 258.

28. See www.fritzinstitute.org